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I have told you

all

of this total process.

Ultimately,

you can

enter into the Domain

of practice

that is about

Realizing

That Which Is

Prior

to the illusions



of conditional existence.

I have shown you

not only

how this can be

transcended,

to be

Divinely Realized,

but I have also

pointed out

to you

that in all this

meantime,

That Which

Is

Always

Already the Case

Is

Always

Already the Case.

Notice

No matter what’s arising,



you are basically

the Witness.

This is still

the Case,

even while

there is

involvement

in klik-klak.

That Which is

Always Already the Case

is still

Always Already

the Case.

The Truth

is Always

Already the Case.

Consciousness Always

Already

Is.

Why 

aren’t you



then

simply living

that?

(I’ll tell you why)

You are enmeshed

in klik-klak-land.

and

There is a way

beyond it.

(But while you’re)

in the midst of it,

you can’t

just “go out the door”.

(and get out while you’re alive)

You have to Realize

What Is Beyond this

Klik-Klak

by a process

that is,

at the moment,

enacted



in the context

of what 

was

your bondage.

your karma

You have to

process out

of your bondage,

You can’t

just simply think

your way out of it,

or have a lecture

magically relieves you.

It requires a lifetime

of reorientation,

surrender,

Communion,

and Grace.

If you observe,

understand,

establish the disciplines



that “trick” klik-klak

that enable you

to maintain

the zone of transcendence

and Yoga

-then klik-klak

is used to your advantage,

so to speak.

But it’s a constant art.
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So

Don't forget

to

Remember

before

you think

before you reflect

before you try

There 

is 

Only

One

Breathing

Feeling

Being

of 

Being



That 

IS

ME

all the while

the revolving

door of life and death

churn, churn, churn

two's and three's

into tree's of me's and you's
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